Directions to Deacon Tower (475 Deacon Boulevard, Winston-Salem, NC 27105)
In Town:
- Take Reynolda Road to Coliseum and then make a left onto University Parkway. - Turn right onto Deacon
Blvd.
- Once on Deacon Blvd. you will turn left on W32nd Street (this street will be just before Deacon Tower-there
is no sign saying W32nd Street). You will park in the lower corner of the Gold Lot (not marked Gold Lot-is
lower lot closest to Deacon Tower.)
- Once parked, you will walk up the hill. Any participant that is physically disabled and has a “handicap” placard should park in the DT Lot (in front of Deacon Tower, but not marked as DT lot) for closer access.
To enter the building, come toward the Deacon statue and make a left at “Gate 1”. Enter through the “Gold
Lobby” elevator lobby on the left side under “Gate 1”. Go to third floor.
From I 40:
- Take Business 40 to the Cherry Street exit.
- Continue straight on Cherry Street (becomes University Parkway)
- You will pass through the intersection of University and Coliseum Drive, and you will take the next right
onto Deacon Blvd.
- Once on Deacon Blvd. you will turn left on W32nd Street (this street will be just before Deacon Tower-there
is no sign saying W32nd Street). You will park in the lower corner of the Gold Lot (not marked Gold Lot-is
lower lot closest to Deacon Tower.)
 Once parked, you will walk up the hill. Any participant that is physically disabled and has a “handicap”
placard should park in the DT Lot (in front of Deacon Tower, but not marked as DT lot) for closer access.
To enter the building, come toward the Deacon statue and make a left at “Gate 1”. Enter through the “Gold
Lobby” elevator lobby on the left side under “Gate 1”. Go to third floor.
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